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DIARY

LURE OF THE LOCAL
December 11, 2018 • New York • Lauren O’Neill-Butler at the Queens International
and a talk by Anne Carson

Anne Carson at the New York Public Library on December 7, 2018. Photo: Sarah Stacke / New York Public Library.

WELCOME TO THE DREGS OF THE YEAR, when all we want—or need, given the chaos of 2018
—is something socially nourishing. And no, I’m not talking about Art Basel Miami Beach.
On Saturday December 8, an afternoon of overlapping talks, workshops, film screenings, and
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performances was brought together under the banner of “Access and Agency” at the Queens
Museum in conjunction with “Queens International 2018,” the eighth edition of the truly local
group show that spotlights a set of artists working in the most royal borough. This year, a
lively intergenerational dialogue on abstraction, chance operations, and found objects emerges
among luminaries such as Milford Graves, Jack Whitten, Liz Phillips, and newcomers such as
KT Pe Benito, Emilio Martinez Poppe, and Ani Liu, while a new partnership with the Queens
Library, entailing installations in select branches and programming, gives the exhibition more
breathing room. Hence its title: “Volumes,” a nod to publications and capabilities.
The programming on Saturday began with a “Censorpedia edit-a-thon,” presented by
Christina Freeman as part of her UltraViolet Archive, 2018, an installation that gathers
partially censored and banned works. In the museum’s theater, Freeman also screened two
films from the archive by Oscar Micheaux. Simultaneously, there were conversations about
cultural erasure, including Aruna D’Souza speaking with QI 2018 artist Janet Henry and Linda
Goode Bryant. And did I mention that Eileen Myles, Tracie Morris, and Thurston Moore,
among others, were giving readings of their works?
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Nora N. Khan and Brian Droitcour.

With all this happening at once, it was hard to know what to focus on, and I ended up, perhaps
instinctively, in an art-writing workshop. Tucked into a library near the museum’s café is a
glass-walled gallery housing the installation for The People’s Guide to the Queens

International, 2018. This meta-collaborative project by Brian Droitcour and Christine Wong
Yap departs from the possibly terrifying idea that everyone’s a critic—as well as Droitcour’s
ongoing interest in vernacular criticism and Wong Yap’s background with participatory events.
Led by Droitcour, my group of makeshift critics began with a prompt to interpret artwork in
the show as pure data: “Imagine you’re a cyborg and your eyes are a pair of optical scanners . .
.” It was tempting to just write down zeroes and ones.
Next, we endeavored to write a history of a found object from a work on view, and while I
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penned my short opus about a Carolee Schneemann catalogue from the UltraViolet Archive, I
overheard Myles speaking in an adjacent gallery: “Queens was the lure that got me here.”
Turns out they moved to New York to go to grad school—a short-lived stint—at Queens
College in 1974.
And I thought: Oh, Queens was my lure too.

Eileen Myles.

“Welcome home,” said QI 2018 cocurator Sophia Marisa Lucas, when I mentioned that a little
more than fifteen years ago I moved to New York from Florida to take an assistant job at the
museum. It’s always bittersweet to be back, though I’ve pretty consistently kept a zip code in
the borough. The International had begun just a year before I arrived, under the tutelage of
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some newish staff who wanted to engage with the local community. Back then, post-9/11, prerenovation, the museum was being holistically revitalized: Among other events, I was lucky
enough to work on Joan Jonas’s first large-scale exhibition in New York and the beginnings of
the revelatory “Odd Lots: Revisiting Gordon Matta-Clark’s ‘Fake Estates.’”
The latter, if you don’t know, dealt with Matta-Clark’s project of buying up fifteen microparcels of land—little slivers of gutters and alleyways—from the city at public auction in 1973
for twenty-five to seventy-five bucks a pop. “The wild dogs, the junkies, and I used these spaces
to work out some life problems,” Matta-Clark once said of them. They were repossessed for
non-payment of taxes after he died in 1978 at age thirty-five, and today such “curb properties”
are no longer sold at auction.

Anne Carson at the New York Public Library on December 7, 2018. Photo: Sarah Stacke / New York Public Library.
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On the night of December 7, Anne Carson was ruminating on Matta-Clark. Titled “On
Corners,” her talk at the New York Public Library was one of three she originally wrote for the
2018 Clark—yes, ha—Lectures at Cambridge University. After roaming, as she is wont to do,
through a gorgeously wide array of people and topics—her dad, ancient Greek tragedy,
Shakespeare, Beckett, Giacometti, Pinter, Bachelard, Aristotle, and so many more—she landed
on the “Fake Estates” and the “joy and mischief of introducing a little bit of justice into the
Anaximandian grid of New York City.” Fourteen of the plots were in Queens, in what are now
rapidly gentrifying areas. I recalled another line of hers while traveling home on the 7 train and
passing through the always-emerging Blade Runner-esque developments of Long Island City,
which will likely proliferate now that Amazon is coming to town: “What is real about real
estate?”
As with everything Carson does, I didn’t want the lecture to end. But thanks to the Grad
Center’s video of it here, it doesn’t have to. And that’s my holiday gift to you. Enjoy.

— Lauren O’Neill-Butler
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